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Sentai 
Company Profile

When CEO, Phil Marshman found himself tussling with the need to create a balance between his career 
and providing informal care needs to his father, he recognised the independence his father still desired 
to have, yet knew the risks of leaving him alone for too long, disconnected from his friends and family. 
This led Marshman to begin a deep dive into the aging in place market space, knowing he wanted to find 
a device that stood out from basic monitoring systems. He wanted a device that through AI, could build a 
relationship with his father making him feel safe and comfortable with modern aging in place technology. 

From this idea grew Sentai, a company which launched through the COVID-19 pandemic, a time that has 
made it clear that the need for this technology is great. The AI-driven device Sentai has created to bridge 
the communication gap between seniors, friends and caregivers, is a firm answer to the crisis of social 
isolation being felt amongst communities globally. Seniors faced with this level of social isolation can 
lead to far worse than just feeling lonely, causing declines in mental health and even downhill spiralling 
of physical conditions. Sentai prioritised producing a clever solution, balancing accelerated multi-feature 
technology with accessibility, created with senior usability in mind. 
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During device idea development, Sentai interestingly acknowledged that seniors do not want to be checked 
up on all the time as this limits their feelings of independence and can be irritating, and so incorporated 
negative reaction recognition into their device. This causes the device to recognise when seniors may not 
want to interact with prompts and will leave them alone. Sentai have mastered the care/trust balancing act 
with this technology, as the device stops interacting with the seniors in these scenarios, however, will notify 
the carers if something is out of the ordinary.

With increasing anxiety culminating amongst informal carers, Sentai provides an answer, allowing them to 
put provisions in place for their loved one’s safety, whilst allowing them to continue living their senior years 
with the same dignity and independence they had in their 40s, 50s and 60s. Giving seniors accessible 
technology that will allow contact between them and their friends and family members is greatly overdue, 
Sentai is paving the way for future care giving with their technology. The device will change how informal 
carers can devote their time to care for their loved ones efficiently and effectively, without having to sacrifice 
their careers to provide full time care. Sentai gives clarity to what issues seniors may be facing in the home, 
from needing emergency care to needing a pint of milk, stopping incessant worrying about their wellbeing, 
in the knowledge that you will be contacted when there is an emergency. 

Longevity Potential: Sentai the intuitive 
assistant reducing social isolation
Powered by the latest advances in artificial intelligence, Sentai helps caregivers to look after today’s 
seniors. It’s there when you can’t be – taking care of the day-to-day with gentle reminders and nudges 
in the right direction. It removes stress for carers while helping increase independence amongst seniors. 
Thanks to advancements in machine-learning capabilities, Sentai can provide a contextual experience with 
the user, meaning conversations feel natural rather than robotic or one way. For example, it can detect 
the mood of a person from their responses and centre replies around that, whilst providing timely prompts 
around important things such as medication. The device will not ping constant reminders if an individual 
has refused to take their medicine, after recognising the negative response Sentai will go quiet but alert the 
informal caregiver to the missed medication. This feature of Sentai is vital in creating a good relationship 
between seniors and technology.

As well as responding to its user, Sentai proactively starts conversations appropriate to the time of day and 
situation, and speaks in different personalities and tones, building a relationship with the user. The device 
is also equipped with sensors that can detect specific movements, for example, when you move your body 
out of bed in the morning, Sentai will wake and greet you with a gentle morning alert. Overtime the device 
learns your usual daily schedule, including your usual wake time, this means that in the event you don’t get 
up out of bed one morning, Sentai can alert your carer that something is wrong.

The idea is to offer help and support for the day-to-day care needs of the elderly, whilst keeping them 
connected to their loved ones and their community. The caregiver can stay connected via a smart app, with 
daily performance logs and push notifications enabling them to stay in the know. The carer can access the 
app and remotely monitor at any time, but if they are busy or forget a regular check-in, they will still have 
peace of mind that Sentai will notify them if something does not look right or if a loved one has pushed the 
emergency button.
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Sentai is an incredibly accessible technology for older adults as its voice activated meaning there is no 
need for them to understand how to navigate using a smart device. The companion app, where the tech 
literacy would come in, is mostly designed to be used by the carer. This means that seniors do not need to 
have a smart phone or tablet, however they will need a stable internet connection. There may be a period 
of getting used to talking to an AI device, but once seniors are settled with the notion, they do not need to 
alter their life at all to make the most of the device and all its features. 

Sentai have identified that one of the greatest challenges smart speakers and voice activated systems face 
in the aging in place space, is end users forgetting the “wake” word or phrase. This is the word or phrase 
that initiate the device to begin interacting with the user, and so if forgotten the device would sit dormant, 
and unusable. Sentai combats this by initiating the conversation. The device will begin conversations in the 
home at various and strategic time points throughout the day to check in, to remind of tasks and medication 
or just to initiate a conversation. Further, with the help of the hardware clicker, seniors can summon their AI 
companions without having to remember anything, they simply press one button, and the system can then 
begin to triage through questions to understand their needs, whether that’s “I’ve fallen over”, or “Add milk to 
my shopping list”.

Flagship Product Deep Dive
The setup of the Sentai hardware is straightforward and it is mostly done through the companion app 
that accompanies the system and is usually managed by the informal carer, not the senior themselves. 
Currently the set-up process consists of six straightforward steps that an informal carer can work through, 
and in the future Sentai aims to streamline this process to simplify it even further. One of the steps requires 
the system to be connected to a WiFi system. While this can be worrying for users who may have unstable 
connection, Sentai assures that the devices have a large connection range and so will work with adequate 
connection. Most homes will only require one device, however, if you did want a second one, if your house 
is particularly large and you wanted residents of the house to be able to interact with the devices in different 
areas of the house, the system allows for connection to multiple devices. 

Sentai stands out from the crowd with their unique AI system that consists of three personalities: Amy, Brian 
and Kate. Unlike smart speakers currently on the market, that only have one persona, Sentai uses three 
personalities to juggle a range of different situations that seniors will experience throughout their day. Each 
personality has been tailored to handle different types of daily experiences. For example, Amy handles 
gentle reminders and will wake you up with a soft greeting, whereas Brian oversees more firm, important 
situations, and is the go-to in an emergency, such as a fall, Kate is the joker and the quiz master of the 
three – she’ll always be ready to play a game and encourage social interaction. A key feature of the device 
is that the three personalities not only converse with the seniors, but they also chat amongst themselves 
when handling situations depending on what the senior is requesting, this creates a busy atmosphere in the 
household, more effectivity stopping seniors from feeling lonely or isolated. 

Sentai has a clear pathway to profitability as they aim to sell the product using a recurring revenue model 
that will charge £24.99 per month for the system with a £30 upfront cost to purchase the systems hardware. 
This hardware is comprised of clickers and the Sentai hub, which usually will be sufficient on its own, 
however more can be purchased for bigger households. The subscription can also be purchased annually 
at £249 per year. To incentivise this method of payment, Sentai bundle the hardware in for nothing, should 
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you choose to pay the year upfront.  

The Sentai device and systems have passed through their prototype phases and are currently being 
sent out to trial customers into three different strategic test settings. Each setting is going to receive 10 
units paid for by the users in which to trial, with the assumption further units will be bought once trials are 
completed and the benefits of the system are seen. The three strategic test settings include: a domiciliary 
care provider that has stated that 50% of their care packages will have a Sentai device, a local authority 
care provider that is trialling the product in their care facilities which consist of over 10,000 beds and 
finally, an international medical health firm that have been sent the third 10 units to trial, with the intention 
of buying further units to distribute once the trail has proven successful. These trials will supply Sentai 
with vital feedback to support the data already obtained to prove that Sentai functionality in its desired 
operational environment, in the home. 

The technology has reached true end of its development reaching a high level of maturity falling at TRL 
8. After passing through its prototype phase and proving highly successful in real-world test conditions, 
the Sentai product will benefit from further feedback from its strategic trials, giving a variety of real-world 
evidence across different care services. 

Sentai for care dependency
Sentai has developed a care system that creates a unique caring atmosphere in the house, that caters 
to seniors’ daily activities and ensures communication is kept between friends, family, and carers. The 
Sentai device and care system will serve both formal and informal carers in their roles by reducing the care 
needs of seniors ageing in their homes. As the device monitors daily routines, carers can be reassured that 
individuals are completing their activities of daily living without any issues. Sentai specifically targets 4 of 
the 6 ADLs: Feeding, Bathing, Dressing and Mobility, with its multiple features that target several different 
aspects of daily living. 
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TRL8 - Actual system completed 
and qualified through test and 
demonstration.
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 ● Feeding – Sentai can provide reminders throughout the 
day and by learning your daily routine, remembering when 
your preferred eating times are. It can also allow you to 
create your shopping list through a simple conversation, 
and can send that list to your preferred contacts and carer

 ● Mobility – through the use of sensors Sentai can monitor 
movements and can call for help if someone falls. Using 
augmented voice technology, Sentai will strike up a 
conversation to understand the current situation and, if 
needed, guide the user through the next course of action. 
This happens alongside sending updates to the carer or 
designated contacts of the senior, alerting them to any 
issue that they may need intervention

 ● Bathing – Sentai can initiate a conversation with you to 
check if you have, for example, brushed your teeth, to keep 
the carer informed of your hygiene routine. It can also detect falls which are far more common in the 
bathroom

 ● Dressing – Sentai will prompt to ensure the user is dressed. In future iterations of Sentai, the device 
will check the weather and schedule to ensure the correct clothing is selected. 

Sentai is predominantly a virtual companion, that will remind seniors of tasks they may need to complete 
throughout their day, such as taking medicine. This makes the device an amazing tool for seniors with 
cognitive impairment to continue to live independently without the fear of forgetting important information. 
Further, through learning their daily routine and being able to detect when there is abnormal activity, 
carers can be alerted to potential further decline in an individual’s cognitive function. This is because it can 
detect tell-tell signs that a condition is getting worse or that a new condition is developing, such a noticing 
the senior is not getting out of bed at usual times. In the future Sentai aim to develop the device to ask 
questions about an individual’s memories, the device will then remember the memories and bring them up 
later to help seniors trigger memory recall, helping with their brain health and overall cognitive function. 

Sentai is an accessible yet advanced technology that prioritises social connectivity. Not only can it 
immediately connect seniors with their carers and loved ones, but the device also provides a contextual 
experience with the user, meaning conversations feel natural rather than robotic or one way. For example, 
it can detect the mood of a person from their voice and centres its responses are that. This means that 
the device not only tackles loneliness in the home through connecting seniors to their social network, but 
it also introduced three new personalities right into their home to converse with. Its three person AI system 
creates a buzz of conversation in the home, leaving seniors feeling less alone in their homes. 
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Interoperability 
Due to the nature of smart speakers, it is important the Sentai technology is interoperable as it opens 
the door to a wide range of future upgrades and advancements. It is also vital to the aging in place 
space to allow for companies to come together, producing technology which targets different elements of 
independent living to ensure homes are fully equipped to deal with different levels of care dependency 
using technology. Sentai is a proactive smart buddy that is interoperable with Alexa and the Amazon cloud. 
As data privacy is a priority to Sentai, the device always asks permission to remember any details shared 
when using the device and all data is protected by their privacy policy.

Target market
Informal carers are one of the Sentai main target markets, as the device will allow informal carers to give 
their relatives or friends who are dependent on them, the freedom to live their adult lives as they did before 
they became care dependent, without compromising their safety. 

Sentai also wants to target domiciliary care providers as their system has the capacity to monitor multiple 
patients, this would allow formal carers to prioritise any individuals that may need more assistance, 
reducing pressure on their services. This is also true for care homes and assisted living as the Sentai 
device would aid residents in regaining some independence, keeping them connected to friends and family 
reducing loneliness and again allow formal carers to prioritise their care giving duties. 

Channels to market
The Sentai strategic plan is to utilise an omnichannel approach to the market. Over the next three years 
the company aims to be splitting its sales through both B2B and B2C channels, with selling directly to the 
consumer accounting for 90% of their sales. This will be achieved through a well organised, two method 
marketing plan from the company where they will firstly aim to use TV advertising to capture the attention 
of its main target markets. Secondly, Sentai will run an incentivising scheme, whereby users will gain 
rewards from referring two friends. While this will mainly boost sales, it will also aid Sentai achieve their 
aim of creating a network of Sentai users. This would mean that seniors can connect with more of their 
friends through their Sentai systems, as valuable connectivity features include prompting seniors to take 
part in home activities, remotely, with their friends. For example, the device can prompt individuals to 
watch a football game with their friend, and on approval will set up a communication link with that friend 
through both Sentai systems so that they can enjoy the game apart, but in conversation, breaking down 
communication barriers between senior homes.  

Sentai also aims to utilise business to business channels and have catered to this by creating ‘CareView’ – 
an adaption of their normal Sentai dashboard. This dashboard allows users to access all the normal Sentai 
monitoring functions but has been made more appropriate for care services by allowing the app to cater 
to more individuals. By installing Sentai into each care home room and having access to the CareView 
platform, carers can monitor and provide contactless care to seniors, streamlining the care process.  
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Success Factors
Team and Reputation

 ● Phil Marshman, CEO of Sentai, brings years of entrepreneurial experience to the company heading 
up the leadership team of CTO - Gowniyan Sivakumar, CFO - David Brimble, COO - Jamie Balloch, 
Senior Product Owner – Jacky Morton, Head of Marketing - Genia Garrity and Technical Lead - Rajesh 
Mulchandani.

 ● Sentai are already securing a positive reputation in the aging in place market space, backed by 
Innovate UK their augmented voice technology has received a grant to support product production and 
company growth.

 ● Once the next round of funding is complete, Sentai will initiate an aggressive company growth plan that 
will occur in two phases. Initially the company will grow to 30 people relatively quickly, and then within 
12 months grow to 45. 

 ● The company growth plan will see funds being distributed 35% into marketing, 20% into the 
development team, and 10% into research and development with 35% becoming working capital. This 
spend will see Sentai put greater emphasis on expanding its marketing capabilities in order to increase 
their consumer reach and so, drive future sales. 

Intellectual Property 
 ● Sentai does not currently possess patents for Sentai and its surrounding software, they are not 

currently at a stage where patenting is appropriate or necessary. However, in the future the company 
have not ruled out processing patents for its technology when it feels appropriate. 

 ● Sentai is incredibly unique and hard to replicate with its multi-personality AI technology. The 
incorporation of three personas in one smart speaker is a new take on smart speakers in the home. 

 ● Sentai have a future upgrade plan to continually develop features with the user in mind. Research 
conducted by Sentai, showing the dangers of social isolation, has motivated a strong emphasis on 
creating unique ways of bringing family and friends together. 

 ● Sentai want to develop the device to initiate games with seniors, asking the individual if they would 
like to play the game, for example a quiz, and then calling out to a close friend or family member to 
complete the quiz with. Afterwards the device would leave the two on the phone together to catch up. 

 ● This idea was formed after Sentai recognised that while people love to chat when they are already on 
the phone, it’s difficult to get seniors to initiate the phone call, and so Sentai came up with a unique 
solution! 
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Funding
 ● Sentai have raised a large proportion of their funding via a grant from Innovate UK of £175,000

 ● The company have raised a further £50,000 via self-funding

 ● The current company goals focus around pushing out the product to complete it paid trials

 ● Sentai is preparing to launch a Kickstarter campaign to raise funds for the next stage of its development 
– the success of which will see its pioneering technology brought to mass market

 ● Sentai plan to use their next round of funding to reinvest into an accelerated phase of company growth, 
with a large focus on growing marketing fire power and manufacturing capabilities

 ● From month 12 after reaching their funding goal, Sentai are projected to reach 14,000 customers, 
equating to £0.5 million worth of revenue per month, via their recurring monthly revenue scheme, this 
will generate £6 million annually

 ● Longer term projections forecast reaching £84 million recurring revenue annually after three years’ 
time.
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Sentai Success Grid:

Positive progess Work-in-progress Needs attention

Intellectual property:
Sentai does not currently own 
patents, however, they have not 
ruled out anything for the future. 
The Sentai device is incredibly 
unique and hard to replicate with 
its multi-personality AI technology. 

Team:
Phil Marshman, CEO, brings 
years of entrepreneurial 
experience heading up the Sentai 
leadership team. Sentai have an 
aggressive company growth plan, 
looking to increase the company 
to a team of 45.

Unique value 
proposition: 
Sentai stands out from the crowd 
with their unique AI system that 
consists of three personalities: 
Amy, Brain and Kate. Unlike 
smart speakers currently on the 
market that only have one 
persona, Sentai utilises three 
personalities to juggle a range of 
different situations that seniors 
will experience throughout their 
day.

Added quality of life:
The Sentai device has passed through its prototype phases and is 
currently being sent out to paying trial customers in three different 
strategic test settings. Each setting is going to receive 10 units and this
will supply Sentai with vital feedback to support data already obtained 
to prove Sentais functionality in its desired operational environment. 

Target:
The Sentai device monitors daily routines so that carers can be 
reassured that individuals are completing their activities of daily living 
without any issues. Sentai specifically targets 3 of the 6 ADLs: 
Feeding, Bathing and Mobility. The Sentai system is an amazing tool 
for seniors living with cognitive impairment allowing them to continue to 
live independently without the fear of forgetting important information. 
Finally, Sentai connects seniors to their carers and friends prioritising 
social connectivity. 

Competitive advantage:
Sentai is already securing a 
positive reputation in the aging in 
place market space, backed by 
Innovate UK their augmented 
voice technology has received a 
£175,000 grant to support 
product production and company 
growth.

Customer segments:
Informal cares are one of 
Sentai's main target markets as 
the device will allow them to 
integrate care giving into their 
current lifestyle with ease. 
Sentai also wants to target 
domiciliary care providers and 
care homes to streamline care 
services, reducing care 
dependency in seniors and so 
relieve pressure on services. 

Channels:
Sentai plans to utilise multiple 
channels to market however it 
predicts 90% of sales will be driven 
directly to consumer. Sentai will 
also target B2B channels with the 
development of CareView, an 
adaptation of Sentai made for 
formal care services, that can 
accommodate a higher number of 
seniors on its monitoring 
dashboard.

Runway: 
Sentai has raised a large 
proportion of their funding via 
their grant from Innovate UK, with 
a further £50,000 from self-
funding. Sentai is preparing to 
launch a Kickstarter campaign to 
raise a further round of funding 
for its next stage of development, 
accelerating company growth 
priming Sentai to bring its 
pioneering technology to mass 
market.

Inflection point (p):
Sentai plans to use their next round of funding to reinvest, initiating an accelerated phase of company 
growth, with a large focus on growing marketing fire power and manufacturing capabilities as well as 
research and development for future device upgrades. 
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